Introduction
In todays crystal structure determinations the point positions of the atoms in the unit cell and their thermal vibrations are optimized on the basis of the reliability factor R. Whatever approach one choses, R is minimized and thereby the method relates to the given "theoretical" atomic scattering factors. The atomic scattering factors /theor are gained from the spherical charge distribution of the atoms determined by quantum mechanical calculations. Any nonspherical charge distribution is neglected in /theor • For solids in which covalent bonds between the atoms are present, this problem was recognized since a long time. McWeeny [1, 2, 3] first pointed out, that the free atom approach to /theor has to be improved by more elaborate models, which take the chemical bond into account. Effective scattering factors were introduced by him to describe the x-ray scattering of "bonded" atoms. Further improvement of the theory of x-ray scattering on bonded atoms was made since, see e.g. the discussions given by Coppens [4] , A different situation arises in coherent x-ray scattering of ionic crystals. Dawson [5] has introduced the expansion of the atomic charge distribution in cubic harmonics around the nuclei. Further progress along this line is due to Kurki-Suonio and Ruuskanen [6, 7, 8] , Several approaches have been made, to take the deformation of the electronic distribution of ions in crystals into account. An important step was done by Löwdin [9, 10] in introducing the overlap model, Yamashita and Kojima [11] account for the crystal field by considering overlap and Madelung potential. A very simple model for ions in crystals was introduced by Watson [12] .
The most famous example for the influence of the crystal field on ions is the ion 0 2e . Elaborate Hartree-Fock calculations show, that the free ion is unstable [13] . Either bj^ the approach of Yamashita [14, 15] or by the use of the Watson sphere model [12, 16] this ion becomes stable by incorporation into the solid. The use of the Watson sphere potential for ions in crystals has shown up to be very useful in calculating physical properties which depend strongly on the charge distribution around the nucleus, such as the diamagnetic suszeptibility [16, 17] , the dipole polarizabilities [16, 18] and the Sternheimer antishielding factors [16, 19] . We therefore propose the application of this model to calculate the /theor for ions in crystals. Thereby a set of /theor-values is available, which in general should lead to a better starting point in judging the reliability and accuracy of crystal structure data by minimizing R ~ | /theor -/exp | •
Theory
The atomic scattering factor is calculated from the spherical charge distribution of atoms and ions by f(k) = Jo(r)exp{ifcr}dr,
where o(r) is the electron density of the isolated atom (ion) and k = 4jr sin is the magnitude of the vector k in the reciprocal space. Since we assume the electronic charge densit}' -to be spherical symmetric. o (r) = U(r), (1) reduces to
U (r) is taken from self consistent field treatments of the atoms (ions). By changing the free ion approach by application of the Watson-sphere model [12] Ave put around the spherical ion a charged hollow sphere of radius Rq • For compensation the charge qe of the sphere has opposite sign but equal magnitude to the charge of the ion. The system: (ion + sphere) is now neutral. In Fig. 1 the model is shown. The model crystal potential is given by the form [16] Vw(r) = q/RO
and ^sphere --?ion • The resulting Hamiltonian of the ion in the crystal is then
(N is the number of electrons, Ze the nuclear charge).
In the frame of the SCF-HF-Roothaan theory the one electron wave functions are given by The radial electron distribution functions of the ions in the crystal is easily found. The radial electron density for closed shell ions is
From (6) and (2) 
7)
Cip + Cip where the integral
is not calculated numerically but by a simple recurrence formula.
Results
The electron distribution, respectively the radial distribution functions of ions, changes considerably through the influence of the spherical potential. In general cations expand, anions shrink [16] . The radial density distribution depends on the radius of the charged sphere. We have choosen the ionic radii of Pauling, but P 2 (r) was also calculated for R'"Pauling -There is no doubt, that the arbitrariness in selecting Rq is a major disadvantage of the model. Nevertheless the i?o-dependence at i?o ^ '"Pauling is small compared with the total effect of the charged sphere on P 2 (r). In Fig. 2 the radial distribution function P 2 (r) is shown for F e . The difference in the radial charge density for the ion in the Watson sphere for different radii RQ , (P 2 (r))Ro , can not be resolved within the plot of Figure 2 . In Fig. 3 the differences
are listed for F e , Br© and Rb®. In Table 1 the /theor are given for 33 ions. For comparison the data calculated from HF~ radial distribution functions for free ions as used in todays crystal structure determination are listed too. No approval has been made to include /theor based on 739 34.549 35.006 35.055 35.072 35.156 35.179  0.06 27.519 27.507 27.501 27.615 27.595 27.571 27.678 27.642 27.625 34.021 34.599 34.665 34.695 34.806 34.837  0.08 27.159 27.139 27.130 27.324 27.289 27.249 27.433 27.371 27.343 32.891 33.637 33.736 33.809 33.969 34.016  0.10 26.713 26.685 26.671 26.959 26.908 26.850 27.123 27.032 26.989 31.749 32.536 32.661 32.803 32.994 33.056  0.12 26.192 26.156 26.137 26.526 26.459 26.382 26.754 26.630 26.572 30.646 31.364 31.506 31.738 31.738 32 more sophisticated quantum mechanical calculation which take configuration interaction into account [20] nor were relativistic effects considered [21] . In good approximation the corrections for anomalious dispersion can be applied to /theor, crystal in the usual way [22] ,
Discussion
Comparison of the charge density P 2 (r) for the free ions and the ions within the hollow charge sphere shows that the model crystal potential causes an expansion of the electron cloud in the cations and a shrinkage of it in the anions (see Figs. 2 and 3) . The influence of the crystal potential on the electron distribution is larger for anions than for cations, an effect which is due to the more loosely bonded valence shell electrons of the anions in comparison with the cations.
The shrinkage of the anion electron cloud within the crystal potential induces an increase of the atomic scattering factor / for small sin This is shown in Fig. 4 for F e .
In contrast, the atomic scattering factors /cation are lowered by the Watson-sphere potential (see Table 1 and Figure 5 ). Analogously with the density function P 2 (r) the effect of the crystal potential on the atomic scattering factor is larger for anions than for cations. Considering for example the ion F is found at sin = 0.16 A -1 and is equal to -2 %, whereas for Na©(J///) max at sin = 0.40 A" 1 is 0.1 to 0.2%, depending on the choosen Watson sphere radius (see Table 1 ). Table 2 gives {Af)max and (zl///) m ax f°r some ions. It shows that for equally charged ions (Af)max increases with increasing atomic number. For single charged negative ions (zl///)max is decreasing with increasing atomic number Z because /(sin = 0) = Z-(-1 increases linearly with Z, whereas the spherical crystal potential influences mainly the valence shell electrons, which are constant in number within this series. Therefore / is increasing faster with Z than Af. For single charged positive ions the (small) change of /crystal compared to /free is sensitive to the chosen Watson sphere radius, and no general trend for {Aflf)max for these ions is found. Twofold (and three fold) positive ions show larger (zJ///) max than singly ionized iones because of the stronger crystal potential (see Figure 3) . The large changes Af for the multiple charged ions is somewhat surprising. One reason for this effect may be that the Watson sphere model overestimates the true crystal potential for these ions. This assumption is supported by the fact that for the multiple charged ions considerable electron density (between 1.5 to 3 electrons) is found outside the hollow-charged sphere.
The strongest effect of the crystal potential on the atomic scattering factors is experienced by the twofold and threefold negative ions. The free ion atomic scattering factor for these ions, given in Table 1 , has no physical meaning because they are unstable in the gaseous phase. A comparison of the /free and /crystal for multiple charged negative ions is therefore of no use. The two-and threefold negative ions have extremely weakly bonded electrons in the outermost shell, where from a distinct difference up to 10% in the atomic scattering factors for the same ion within different crystal potentials (different Watson sphere radii in our model) results.
It will be of interest to apply /theor,crystal to experimentally well investigated ionic crystals, such as the alkali halides and oxides and other halides with simple crystal structures. 
